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ABSTRACT  

This research has elaborated by a new concept of travel demand in green innovation product 

to analyze airport environment. For, a conceptual framework can developed that any analysis 

about social community, which is the process of simulation project by aviation firms toward 

build a green performance in Notohadinegoro Airport. Knowledge information is flows to a 

raise some kinds of technological and awareness level to passenger. In case, there are indicators 

that also developed by an innovation airport. From statistics, it had been obtained about the 

role of transfer knowledge and new experience to get flows on airport by descriptive analysis 

and concept. For a study case, an efficiency in the airport because of design prospects by ar-

chitecture from aviation inspection and government. So, social and travel demand is an effec-

tive condition by a successful green environment innovation to the next project and goals to 

get a good economic impact. 

 

INTRODUCTION 

Notohadinegoro Airport Jember (IATA: JBB, ICAO: WARE) is located in 

Wirowongso Village, Ajung District, Jember Regency, East Java Province. This 

airport has a distance around 7 (seven) kilometers from central city in Jember. 

The airport is operated by the Jember District Government Transportation De-

partment. The airport also has a runway of 1,560 meters in operation since July 

16, 2014. Then, to increase passenger visits for both business and traveling 
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needs, the first commercial flight schedule, namely the Jember route from and / 

or to Surabaya, by Garuda Indonesia ATR 72-600. 

 

This airport has an area of 120 hectares and became the first civilian public 

airport in Indonesia that was built by the local district government, namely the 

Jember Regency Government with District APBD funds. The airport is ex-

pected by the Jember Regency Government to shorten the travel time from Jem-

ber and / or to Surabaya, which only requires a schedule of around 30 minutes 

by air, from before about 4 to 7 hours using land transportation such as trains, 

buses, and private cars. In addition, the airport is also expected to facilitate in-

vestment flows into the local district area and as a means of accommodation to 

support the tourism sector in Jember. 

 

According to Budi, if airport management is given to the private sector, the 

government will instead obtain non-tax state revenue (PNBP). However, he did 

not explain how much potential PNBP would be received. "We will also privat-

ize 10 airports and 20 ports to be given to the private sector so that these 30 

airports and ports do not eat the state budget," Budi said at the Red Top Hotel 

in Pecenongan, Central Jakarta, Tuesday (10/10/2017). (Read Ministry of 

Transportation will Submit Management of 20 Ports and 10 Airports to Private 

Sector) Globalization will indeed blur the boundaries of a country. 

 

Globalization suppresses the policy of a country which is closed to interstate 

trade. Liberalization, free competition will continue to be urgent so that it can 

access the entire territory of Indonesia for the sake of business interests. Dereg-

ulation will force free competition between airlines, not only domestically, but 

also internationally. 

 

These things will certainly increase people's interest in air transportation, econ-

omy growth, and service improvement. However, on the other hand it will re-

duce a role from central government and local government in Jember. To main-

tain the unity of the state, one of the things that can be done is to build the 

infrastructure of seaports and major airports in several Indonesian cities, includ-

ing those that must continue to be developed, such Notohadinegoro Airport in 

Jember. 

 

The classic question is which one is prepared first, infrastructure development 

to be followed by trade growth, or increased trade to be followed by infrastruc-

ture growth (trade follow)? In the current condition of Indonesia, in my opinion, 

infrastructure to the airport in Jember should be resolved immediately with new 

innovations with a green environment that attracts local and foreign tourists. 

 

Even though, this airport is still quite small and only one airline is operating, 

there is a need for new innovations such as the construction of shops selling 

Jember special food at affordable prices that are not only economically viable, 

but also financially feasible as a gateway and become a characteristic in Indo-

nesia. Thus, the air transportation network within Indonesia continues to be car-

ried out at Jember airport because it can boost the economy on the local com-

munity and there is a large role between the local government, airport services, 

airline employees, and others. 
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THEORITICAL 
 

Environmental Design 
 

This discuss about environment process to know how about innovation sur-

rounding airport such as good plans, systematically program, government poli-

cies, build any buildings, and might be a design products. It seems can create 

many spaces that enhanced by nature, social effect, culture in location, and 

green environment, indeed. A design for airport can also refer to apply any arts 

and sciences education with create a human-designed resources. These fields 

thinking also discuss for architecture, geography, landscape, exterior and inte-

rior design artistic. An environment system must be a homework for team to 

know about areas such as history for a land construct and design architecture. 

In terms condition, it has some implications for the airport design products in-

dustry such as innovation, any equipments and good served by aviation team in 

airport. 
 

Diffusion of Innovations 
 

Diffusion innovations are a theory about how, why, and what discuss for any 

rate new innovation idea and technology to growth a green building. According 

to Everett Rogers (2003), said that diffusion is an innovation process by good 

communication on the over time between any participants in a social environ-

ment system. 

 

 
 

Figure 1. About Diffusion Innovation by Roger 

 

Rogers has proposed by four main elements that influence to the spread of a 

new ideas such as innovation, link to create communication, and also social re-

search and project system. An innovation might be adopted by self and also 

sustain condition for other environment. 
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Innovation Characteristics for Design 

 

Many research studies are explored by some kinds of innovation and design 

characteristics. Met analysis can reviews and identified by several characteris-

tics among most studies. There are potential innovator that adopted by evaluation 

an innovation to increase effectively of product. These qualities of design are 

might be immediately complex, so it will can reduce capacity. 

 

Eventually, some innovations are easier to adopt a potential strategies about de-

sign from failed integration system. Innovations are disruptive to routine tasks 

with a large relative advantage. For the other side, innovations are make tasks 

easier are likely to be adopted by design thinking characteristics. It was related 

to relative complexity, knowledge requirements are any ability to use presented 

by use of innovation platform. 

 

Organizations Characteristics 

Organizations are a face more complex adopted by individuals rules between 

procedures, norms, and culture. Three organization characteristics are also 

match with individual characteristics such as motivation, ability, and capacity 

to get an innovation system. Innovations on the organization can match with 

system that required by fewer creative thinking changes. Where, an innovation 

is diffusions through the organization's environment for any reason condition. 

 

METHODOLOGY 

This research is used by qualitative analysis and descriptive about a new green 

design concepts for environment in Jember Airport. In the field, the Airport was 

purposively selected by provide system to access required by a data collection 

on an effort to create a creative innovation such a green digitalization system. 

 

This research was used by observation data for a real-time strategic about deci-

sion making, participating in International workshops related to the airport man-

agement and innovation for transportation in Indonesia to growth up with new 

green design. 

 

RESULTS 

 

open new innovation strategy in airport 

 

An airport innovation ecosystem was reflects to the different stages and rhythms 

on environment project. It was used by promotion of cost and saving to make 

innovation design system with any architecture and engineer, then collaboration 

with local governments about airport budget. Eventually, how to create a green 

environment efficiently between construction and innovative techniques sys-

tem. 

 

Local Government Policy For Airport 

 

Innovation diffusion was applied by design focuses on how institutional inno-

vations are adopted by other institutions about aviation platform industry. An 

alternative is about policy transfer, where also focus about transfer knowledge, 
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such as in the work of local government and local community. Specifically, lo-

cal government policy can transfer knowledge to develop, create with many re-

searcher in institutions to improve ideas in local airport. 

 

First interests are regard to policy an innovation diffusion that focused by vari-

ous airport design adoption, but more interest to make good and creative mech-

anisms that researchers can found creation ideas by each areas.  

 

For a local level that examination about a popular city-level policies to make it 

easy and to find innovation different patterns through measurement for a public 

awareness and a green views around airport areas, needed.  

 

For an international level, economic policy had been transfer a learning system 

between local government that ever failure on global financial organizations. 

 

Technology in airport industry 

 

According To Peres, Muller and Mahajan suggested that diffusion is about a 

penetration market process between new design products and good services, 

which is driven by social community impact. Technology is about information 

that innovation exist that people can practice and achieve of values such as find 

many ways to access through the digital airport platform industry, so that the 

needs related to services and the green environment that is the hallmark of Jem-

ber airport can be achieved it. 

 

Many technologies are include radio, television, flush toilet, refrigerator, air 

conditioning, dishwasher, telephone, cellular phone, prayer room, airline miles, 

personal computer, internet inside airport, and tenant that can sell local foods 

from Jember. The data can react as a predictor for future green innovations in 

the airport development. Innovation diffusion curves for infrastructure is con-

trasts with technologies versus infrastructures updated by Jember airport areas. 

 

CONCLUSION 

This research has a conclusion that an airport in Jember is located quite far from 

the city center, moreover the surroundings are still in the form of gardens and 

rice fields owned by residents. Road access is still inadequate for passengers 

who want to enter and exit the airport to fly and also to entire many areas in 

local city. Offers, a great prospects condition in starting green innovation in the 

airport with several tenants such as shops that sell souvenirs and traditional 

foods from Jember. The local government and several parties by aviation officer 

with an interest in it will be very enthusiastic to create many new concepts with 

adequate technology for short and long term goals. Local people will also be 

moved to provide a best in service to the passengers. 
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